There is increasing interest in the design of dense vertex symmetric graphs and digraphs as models of interconnection networks for implementing parallelism. In these systems many nodes are connected with relatively few links and short paths between them and each node may execute, without modifications, the same communication software. In this paper we give new families of dense vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs, that is large digraphs with a given maximum out-degree ∆ and diameter at most D. The digraphs are derived from a certain family of digraphs on alphabets, proposed by Faber and Moore [8] , with new construction techniques that generalize previous results from Conway and Guy [5] . With these families we have made important updates in the table of largest known vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs.
Introduction
The construction of large graphs and digraphs of a given maximum degree and diameter is an area of considerable interest for its applications to the design of large interconnection networks, particularly for the construction of massive parallel computers. Other applications include the design of local area networks, the problem of data alignment and the description of some cryptographic protocols. Since 1964, when Elpas [7] studied the topological aspects of the construction of optimal large interconnection networks * Research supported by the Comisión Interministerial de Ciencia y Tecnología under Project TIC90-0712. from a graph-theoretical point of view, this problem has attracted considerable attention. In this context it is known as the (∆, D)-problem. Much work has been done for the undirected case, see [1] for a survey. Some interesting results correspond to Cayley graphs which, as it is known, are vertex symmetric [4, 6] . Actually, most networks related to parallel systems (hypercubes, grids, butterfly networks, ...) may be modelled by Cayley graphs. For directed graphs there are well known results concerning bounds [18, 2] and infinite families [3, 15, 16, 10] but the digraphs are vertex symmetric only in some special cases.
The search for large digraphs which have the additional property of being vertex symmetric has been considered more recently. Faber and Moore in [8] , for example, study families of digraphs on permutations and give a table of the largest known vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs. More recently Dinneen [6] updated the table with constructions based on Cayley graphs from linear groups and semi-direct products of cyclic groups. The interest in vertex symmetric digraphs comes from the fact that in the associated network each node is able to execute the same communication software without modifications. In this way these digraphs may be considered in order to obtain an easy implementation of parallelism.
In this paper we give new families of large vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs improving considerably the known results. Section 2 is devoted to notation and some previous results concerning digraphs on permutations. In Section 3 we describe some generalizations of a result from Conway and Guy [5] that are used in Section 4 for the construction of large vertex symmetric digraphs from certain smaller digraphs. In that section we also study some properties of the Faber and Moore digraphs and prove a conjecture proposed by them. Finally, we give an updated table of the largest known vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs.
Notation and previous results
A directed graph or digraph for short, G = (V, A), consists of a non empty finite set V of elements called vertices and a set A of ordered pairs of elements of V called arcs. The number of vertices N = |G| = |V | is the order of the digraph. If (x, y) is an arc of A, it is said that x is adjacent to y or that y is adjacent from x, and it is usually written x → y . The out-degree of a vertex δ + (x) is the number of vertices adjacent from x, the in-degree of a vertex δ − (x) is the number of vertices adjacent to x. A digraph is regular of degree ∆ or ∆-regular if the in-degree and out-degree of all vertices equal ∆. A digraph is strongly connected if there is a (directed) path from any vertex to every other. The distance between two vertices x and y, d(x, y), is the number of arcs of a shortest path from x to y, and its maximum value among all pairs of vertices, D = max x,y∈V d(x, y), is the diameter of the digraph.
The order of a ∆-regular digraph (∆ > 1) of diameter D is easily seen to be bounded by
This value is called the Moore bound, and it is known that, except for ∆ = 1 or D = 1, there exists no ∆-regular digraphs with N (∆, D) vertices and diameter D [18, 2] .
A digraph G is vertex symmetric if its automorphism group acts transitively on its set of vertices. A (∆, D) digraph is a digraph with maximum degree ∆ and diameter at most D.
The optimization problem considered in this article consists of finding vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs which, for a given diameter and maximum out-degree, have a number of vertices as close as possible to the Moore bound.
A well known infinite family of large (∆, D)-digraphs is the Kautz digraphs [15, 16] . The Kautz digraph K(∆, D), ∆ ≥ 2, has vertices labeled with words x 1 x 2 · · · x D where x i belongs to an alphabet of ∆ + 1 letters and Vertex symmetric digraphs may be easily constructed from groups. A Cayley digraph Cay(H, S) is the digraph generated from the group H and with generating set S. Dinneen [6] used a computer search to find large vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs based on linear groups and semi-direct products of cyclic groups.
Faber and Moore [8] give a family of large vertex symmetric digraphs which they call Γ ∆ (D). These digraphs may be defined as digraphs on alphabets in the following way: The vertices are labeled with different words of length D, x 1 x 2 · · · x D , such that they form a D-permutation of an alphabet of ∆ + 1 letters. The adjacencies are given by
. These digraphs are also Hamiltonian [14] . Note that the digraphs Γ ∆ (2) are in fact the Kautz digraphs K(∆, 2). In the table of large vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs, the digraphs Γ ∆ constitute most of the entries of its lower triangular part, that is digraphs with ∆ > D, (D < 7).
A digraph is k-reachable if for every pair of vertices x, y ∈ V there exists a path of exactly k arcs from x to y. See [9, 17] for more details about k-reachable digraphs. As an example, the Kautz digraphs of diameter D are (D + 1)-reachable. Figure 1 shows K(2, 2). In this figure a line represents two opposite arcs. The maximum order of a k-reachable ∆−regular digraphs is ∆ k . It is easy to prove that this bound is not attained for vertex symmetric digraphs when k > 1 and ∆ > 1. Indeed, in order to attain it we should have A k = J, where A is the adjacency matrix of the digraph and J is the matrix with all entries equal to 1. Besides, as the digraph is ∆−regular the eigenvalues of A are 0 and ∆ (∆ with multiplicity one). Thus the trace of A is ∆ and the digraph has exactly ∆ loops, which is incompatible with symmetry.
The following section presents a digraph composition technique which uses kreachable digraphs to construct large vertex symmetric digraphs.
Digraph composition
In this section we give a generalization of a theorem from Conway and Guy [5] which is used in Section 4 for constructing families of large vertex symmetric digraphs from the digraphs Γ ∆ (D).
Theorem 1.
If there is a vertex symmetric ∆−regular k-reachable digraph with N vertices then, for all n and m a multiple of n, there exists a vertex symmetric ∆-regular digraph with mN n vertices and diameter at most kn + m − 1 1 .
Proof: Let G = (V, A) be a digraph satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. A new digraph G ′ = (V ′ , A ′ ) may be constructed as follows: The vertex set V ′ has elements (α | p 0 p 1 · · · p n−1 ) with α ∈ Z/mZ and p i ∈ V . The adjacencies of G ′ are:
where all the indices of the vertices of G are taken modulo n and q α is adjacent from p α in G. We shall prove that G ′ is vertex symmetric and has diameter at most kn + m − 1.
• G ′ is vertex symmetric: Let φ 0 , φ 1 , . . . , φ n−1 be automorphisms of G = (V, A) and let t be any element of Z/mZ. The graph G ′ is vertex symmetric since the map ψ 1 Conway and Guy proved the case m = n.
is an automorphism of G ′ . Indeed,
where we have used that, in G, p α → q α ⇔ φ α−t (p α ) → φ α−t (q α ).
•
If we replace each vertex of the Kautz digraph K(∆, 2) by two copies of K * 2 (the complete symmetric digraph on 2 vertices), and each arc (x, y) by the structure of Figure 2 , we obtain a vertex symmetric 2-reachable (2∆ + 1)-regular digraph with the maximum possible order (2∆ + 1) 2 − 1, [12] . Figure 3 shows the eight vertex digraph obtained when ∆ = 1 (in this case K(1, 2) = K * 2 ). For ∆ = 3 the resulting digraph is 5-regular and has 24 vertices, then, by Theorem 1 with m = n = 2, we obtain a new large vertex symmetric (5, 5) digraph of order 1152. A modification of the above construction, that increases the degree, is also useful for improving some values of the table. This modification is based on fixed 2-step digraphs, that is the Cayley digraphs Cay(Z/mZ, {1, b}), see [11] . Theorem 2. If there is a vertex symmetric ∆-regular k-reachable digraph with N vertices then, for all positive integers b, n and m a multiple of n, there exists a vertex symmetric (∆+1)-regular digraph with mN n vertices and diameter kn+d with d being the diameter of the fixed 2-step digraph Cay(Z/mZ, {1, b}).
Proof:
The proof follows similar steps to those in Theorem 1. We give here just the construction of the digraph. If G = (V, A) is a digraph according to the hypothesis of the theorem the new digraph G ′ = (V ′ , A ′ ) is constructed as follows. The vertex set V ′ has elements (α | p 0 p 1 · · · p n−1 ) with α ∈ Z/mZ and p i ∈ V . The arcs of A ′ are given by
where q α is adjacent from p α in G. The step b is chosen in order to minimize d. A list of convenient values of b for each m may be found in [11] . 2
Further generalizations would be possible by using an s-step digraph, s ≥ 3, to describe the possible changes of α.
Another interesting generalization of the previous results is the following:
Theorem 3. Let G = (V, A) be a vertex symmetric ∆-regular k-reachable digraph with N vertices. Let Cay(H, S) be a Cayley digraph with diameter d. If for some subgroup K of H there exists an element s ∈ S such that H = K∪sK∪s 2 K∪· · ·∪s n−1 K, n = |H : K|, then there exists a vertex symmetric digraph with degree ∆ + |S| − 1, order |H|N n , and diameter kn + d.
Proof:
The new digraph, G ′ = (V ′ , A ′ ) is constructed as follows: The vertex set V ′ has elements (α | p 0 p 1 · · · p n−1 ) with α ∈ H and p i ∈ V . The adjacencies are
where q σ(αK) is adjacent from p σ(αK) in G and the map σ : {K, sK, s 2 K, . . . , s n−1 K} → Z/nZ is defined as σ(s i K) = i. Clearly, the order of this graph is |V ′ | = |H|N n and the digraph is regular with degree ∆ + |S| − 1. We shall prove that G ′ is vertex symmetric and has diameter kn + d.
• G ′ is vertex symmetric: Let φ 0 , φ 1 , . . . , φ n−1 be automorphisms of G = (V, A) and let u be any element of H. The graph G ′ is vertex symmetric since the map ψ,
where l = σ(u −1 αK) because of αK = us l K, is an automorphism of G ′ . Indeed,
where we have used that, in G,
• G ′ has diameter at most kn + d: To find a path from (α | p 0 p 1 · · · p n−1 ) to (β | q 0 q 1 · · · q n−1 ) let us consider ξ = α −1 βs −kn . After at most d steps we attain (αξ | r 0 r 1 · · · r n−1 ). As, in G, from each r i we may attain q i with exactly k steps, by performing kn steps we reach (αξs kn | q 0 q 1 · · · q n−1 ), but αξs kn = β. So, the total number of steps is not greater than kn + d. Moreover, if the Cayley digraph is m-reachable the new digraph is (kn + m)-reachable. 2 
New families of large vertex symmetric digraphs
In this section we first show that the vertex symmetric digraphs Γ ∆ (D) [8] are Dreachable. We then apply the main result of Section 3 and construct new large families of vertex symmetric digraphs. We also prove a conjecture of Faber and Moore [8] concerning the construction of new large families of vertex symmetric digraphs from the digraphs Γ ∆ (D) by removing some adjacencies. Finally, an updated version of the table of largest known vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs is given. It is now possible to apply the results of Section 2 to these digraphs. The most interesting values correspond to use the 3-reachable digraphs Γ ∆ (3), ∆ ≥ 3. From them, and applying Theorem 1, it is possible to construct large vertex symmetric digraphs with diameters 7 (order 2|Γ ∆ (3)| 2 ) and 11 (order 3|Γ ∆ (3)| 3 ). Considering Γ ∆ (4) with ∆ ≥ 4 we obtain digraphs with diameter 9 and order 2|Γ ∆ (4)| 2 . Theorem 2 with m = n = 3 and b = 2 (d = 1), may be applied to Γ ∆ (3) to obtain digraphs with diameter 10 and order 3|Γ ∆ (3)| 3 .
Another way of constructing new families of large vertex symmetric (∆, D) digraphs from the digraphs Γ ∆ (D) consists of removing one of their adjacencies. In [8] , Faber and Moore proved that, in this case, the diameter increases just by one. They conjectured that the removal of more adjacencies also leads to a moderate increment of the diameter. The following result proves this conjecture.
Let Γ ∆ (D, −(r − 1)), ∆ ≥ D ≥ 2r ≥ 4, be the digraph Γ ∆ (D) with the last r − 1 adjacencies removed. That is,
This digraph has degree ∆ − r + 1.
Proof: The digraph is vertex transitive, so it suffices to prove that from any vertex, Finally to show that the diameter is not less than D + r − 1, note that if the initial vertex ends in 1(∆ + 1), in some step digit 1 has to be placed at the rightmost position. But, for this purpose, at least r − 1 steps are necessary. Hence the distance from vertex x 1 x 2 · · · 1(∆ + 1) to vertex 123 · · · D is exactly D + r − 1.2 Table 1 is the updated table with all the new values added. The improvements that are a consequence of this paper are shown in boldface. One entry, N (2, 7) = 120, was found by different means. Simulated annealing on permutation digraphs, see [?] , produced an arcsymmetric digraph (its automorphism group acts transitively on its set of arcs) with order 6 and diameter 2. The final vertex symmetric digraph was obtained by the line digraph technique, see [10] . Line digraph of the arc symmetric digraph H92 [13] 
